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ABSTRACT- Network theory investigates the operation 

of diverse sectors such as commerce, electrical and 

electronic circuits, and computer networks, among other 

things. It has operation that is the graphical display of data 

in numerous areas of activity. Network theory can graph 

symmetrical and asymmetrical connections between 

discrete items. In the computer science sector, for example, 

network theory is defined as a graphical illustration of 

systems having nodes and edges. The notion of network 

theory was discussed in this article, as well as its use in 

numerous fields, as well as its limits and benefits. In this 

post, we'll look at how network theory is used in electrical 

engineering to address problems. The numbers of current 

and voltage component in a circuit is first determined using 

network theory, and then the circuit is simplified using 

network theory. By applying complex network analysis, 

this article presents a concept on complex network analysis 

(CNA) as well as brief information on micro grids in 

electric distributions system. Network theory is learning of 

electrical network that can aid in the future, such as 

improving the network stability of a major power station, 

increasing grid resilience, and protecting power stations 

from blackouts. The study of network theory is 

demonstrated in this article using MATLAB software. 

KEYWORDS- Business, Centralized, Computer, 

MATLAB, Network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the computer science sector, for example, network 

theory is defined as a graphical representation of system 

having edges and nodes [1]. The notion of network theory 

was discussed in this article, as well as its use in numerous 

fields, as well as its limits and benefits. In this post, we'll 

look at how network theory is used in electrical 

engineering to address problems [2]. The numbers of the 

current and voltage components in a circuit is first 

determined using network theory, and then the circuit is 

simplified using network theory [3,4]. 

By applying complex network analysis, this article 

presents a concept on the complex networks analysis 

(CNA) as well as short-lived information on micro grids in 

electric distributions system. Network theory study the of 

electrical network that can aid in the future, such as 

improving the network stability of any big power plant, 

increasing grid resilience, and protecting power plants 

from blackouts [5,6]. 

 

Figure 1: Grant/request process in the distribution network 
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The distributions network are the final step of the 

transmission lines, and it delivers electricity or power from 

the transmissions line to the individual loads or users (see 

Figure 1) [7,8]. 

In a multitude of industries, including electrical 

engineering, network theory is an important tool. It's 

utilised in the electrical world to deal with circuits and 

power network issues or breakdowns [9]. 

There are a variety of tactics and ideas that can help and 

simplify the process of fixing any circuit. This post will 

quickly go through some of the most popular network 

principles. See my Electrical or one of the many other 

websites accessible on the internet for a more in-depth 

analysis of any single theory [10]. 

A. Ohm's Law 

Ohm's law is a fundamental rule for the electrical network, 

it says that currents across the two locations is exactly 

proportional to voltage between those 2 points [11,12]. 

B. Kirchhoff's Laws 

 Kirchoff’s law has two method 

 Kirchoff current law [13][8][14]  

 Kirchoff voltage law [15]. 

C. Thévenin's Theorem 

Any combination of network parts may be represented by 

a single voltage source and series resistor, according to 

Thévenin's theorem [4][16]. The equivalent voltage is 

computed with the branch open circuit, whereas the 

resistance is calculated with all voltage sources shorted. 

[17,18]. 

D. Mesh Analysis 

Mesh analysis is a relatively new approach that uses 

Kirchhoff's second law to construct a set of equations that 

can be solved. The phases involved in a procedural 

approach are [19]: 

 For each circuit, apply Kirchhoff's rule (sum all 

voltages equals zero) (sum all voltages equals zero) 

 calculate the consequent equations to get the loop 

currents (and so network voltages) (and hence network 

voltages) [20][13]. 

E. Superposition Theorem 

If the network has many current or voltage sources, 

superposition allow for the discovery of a solution by 

investigating each voltage or current source separately and 

then combining the results. All other voltages and currents 

are de-energized and open circuited to evaluate each 

source separately [21]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Network theory is an important subject in electrical 

engineering, with applications in a variety of fields 

including electrical, mechanical, computer science, and 

business. Several studies in the field of network theory 

have been published, including Applications of Complex 

Network Analysis in Electric Power Systems by Mahmoud 

Saleh.  

This paper explores the electrical system from an esoteric 

standpoint, as well as a quick overview of the Altered IEEE 

30 bus system and how a comprehensive system of power 

equipment is addressed using network theory, as well as an 

introduction to the distribution network's grant/request 

procedure. 

In the internet backbone hypothesis, complex networks are 

difficult to solve and manage, so to simplify the above 

complicated network, complex network framework was 

used. A bus bar is a semiconducting rod used to pass 

electrical power supply throughout the network, and this 

paper demonstrates the IEEE 30 bus network and its 

graphical, as well as what is closeness centrality and 

betweenness centrality. Furthermore, data gathered using 

MATLAB software, which is used to research electrical 

circuits, was obtained utilising a complex network 

framework and CAN [22]. 

The concept of network theory, its use in numerous 

domains, and its shortcomings and benefits were all 

studied in a study paper titled contemporary network 

theory in electrical engineering. In this post, we'll look at 

how network theory is used in electrical engineering to 

address problems. The numbers of current and voltage 

component in circuit is first determined using network 

theory, and then the circuit is simplified using network 

theory. The present network theories and their relevance in 

electrical engineering were investigated in that paper, as 

well as a review of British overseas information services 

[23]. 

The author of a book called electrical theory by norman 

balabanian theodore a. Bickart debated various types of 

networks in power electronics as well as different 

techniques to solve the issue of the complex circuits. In that 

book, the author debated the fundamental idea of 

transmission circuits, wherein he debated the primary 

school matrix of arithmetic, basic tasks, types of matrices, 

factors, the inverse of a matrix, pivotal condensation, 

linear equations, characteristic equation, re [24,25]. 

III. DISCUSSION 

This article depicts a power distribution system in which 

the load at various ends has been calculated and various 

types of conductors have been chosen for operation. The 

number of current and voltage components in a circuit is 

first determined using network theory, and then the circuit 

is simplified using network theory. By applying complex 

network analysis, this article presents a concept on the 

complex network analysis (CNA) as well as brief 

information on micro grids in electric distributions system. 

In the computer science sector, for example, networks 

theory is defined a graphical symbol of system having 

nodes and edges. The notion of network theory was 

discussed in this article, as well as its use in numerous 

fields, as well as its limits and benefits. 

In this post, we'll look at how network theory is used in 

electrical engineering to address problems. The number of 

voltage and current components in a circuit is first 

determined using network theory, and then the circuit is 

simplified using network theory. Network theory is the 

study of electrical networks that can aid in the future, such 

as improving the network stability of a major power 

station, increasing grid resilience, and protecting power 

stations from blackouts. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This article examines the grid's electricity distribution 

system in depth. The last step in the power delivery system 

is the electronic distribution system, which is the level of 

power distribution from the transmission line that delivers 

energy and distributes it individual user. Network is 

important tools for the electrical circuit since it provides 

for a fast evaluation of the cost, material, and strain (load 

assessment) in any network. According to the 

understanding more so the opponents (resistance, resistor, 

inductance, capacitive coupling, impedance) less is the 

current in the circuit in this study of distribution network 

of power system provides data types of circuit used to start 

making distribution system and total current drawn by 

various types of conductors as well as shown the distinct 

resistance values and reactance in allocation loop. The cost 

analysis of load distribution is provided in this article, 

which addresses the various type of conductor use in the 

distribution networks. Network theory investigates 

behaviour of diverse sectors such as commercial, electrical 

and electronics circuits, and computer networks, among 

other things. It has an activity that is graphical display of 

data in numerous areas of work. Network theory can graph 

symmetrical and asymmetrical connections between 

discrete items (a discrete item is anything with a beginning 

and end point). Some common devices used for evaluating 

electrical equipment in distribution systems include ohm 

meters, multimeters, capacitors, and denser networks, 

which are used to measure and compute loads in network. 
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